Bus-only lanes are coming to Rainier Ave S

Visit our webpage
What’s happening?
We’re adding bus-only lanes on Rainier Ave S to help improve transit reliability and travel times. The new red bus-only lanes will be installed northbound between S Alaska and S Walden streets and southbound between S Oregon and S Edmunds streets. The curb side travel lane will be converted into the new bus-only lane. We’re building these bus-only lanes now so that transit can continue to be a reliable and efficient transportation option as we recover from the pandemic.

What’s next?
We plan to install these bus-only lanes later this summer. Later this year, we’ll begin additional public outreach as we evaluate other potential changes to Rainier Ave S to further improve transit reliability and travel times, including the potential expansion of the bus-only lanes. Visit our webpage for more information and sign up for email updates to stay informed!

Website: www.seattle.gov/transportation/rainier-ave-s-bus-only-lane
Email: transitlanes@seattle.gov Phone: (206) 257-2201